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INTRODUCTION
Hi Folks,
The week is a busy one with four new reviews. I’ve also included a navigation system to help
you move around the newsletter.
The results, league table and profitability graph include Monday evening reports, making the
newsletter as up to date as possible when you receive the newsletter on the Wednesday
morning.
On our League Table, Turf Wars has maintained itself at the top with a fantastic 275% profit!
You can get your FREE 5-day trial of it here....
We’d like to hear from you, please contact me by e-mail via the Bloggers Corner at
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
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New Reviews
BackandLay Selection Service
– Introduction
31st May 2011
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Admin Gordon - Introduces BackandLay
Hello everybody,
Today I am introducing a brand new selection service called BackandLay.
BackandLay is brought to us by Paul Adrian, and this review has been
timed to coincide with the launch of the service, which is offered at cost of
£50 per month subscription. Currently a 14 day free trial of the
BackandLay selection service is available.
So, what is it all about? Well, as you can probably gather, BackandLay
offers selections to both back and lay in the same races. The idea is that
you use the potential profits from your lay bets to hopefully back the
winners.
The selections from backandLay can range from just 1 lay selection and 1
back selection in a race, to both multiple back and lays in a single race. All
selections are available each morning from the members area of the
website.
Full instructions are available in the member‟s area on how to calculate and
place your bets. It may appear a bit complicated at first, but you soon get
the hang of it, as always a period of paper trading is highly recommended
to ensure understanding.
Staking for BackandLay is straight forward.
Lay liability for a single lay selection is 8%, for 2 lay selections 7% each,
and for 3 or more lay selections the liability is 6% each, unless advised
otherwise. Paul will give the percentage split of the potential profit to be
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placed on the back selections each day. BackandLay recommends a
starting bank of £500 or £1000, for the purposes of this review we will use
a £1000 bank. Instructions are that once the betting bank has doubled the
initial deposit should be withdrawn. This happens each time the bank
doubles, and at each stage the liability percentage reduces as well, but we
will get to that hopefully during the review.
As you know, we do like to include results to level stakes for all our reviews
if we possibly can, so I will also report profit/loss based on 1pt level stakes
on all selections, back and lay. I am not too sure how representative that
may be, given the nature of the BackandLay staking plan, but we shall see
how it goes.
BackandLay also has a Lay Of The Day selection, which is not included in
the main bank, this feature will be introduced shortly I understand.
Although BackandLay is only just being offered to the public, we here at
BST have been proofing selections for several months. During this time
Paul has been refining his selection process, and results for BackandLay
have been impressive. Currently there are no plans for any major
marketing promotions, so membership will only be available via this and
possibly a couple of other review sites, naturally we believe that our review
here at BST will more comprehensive than any other.
The review will start from Tuesday 31st May, and will run for an initial 56
betting days. Should results look promising at that stage, the review will be
extended to 84 betting days.
I will be back tomorrow with the day 1 results for BackandLay.
Regards,
Gordon
[Click here to see the BackandLay Selection Service, and to get your 14
day free trial]

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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Full Time Betting Income
– Introduction
3rd June 2011
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Sergeant Tony - Introduces Full Time Betting Income
Hi Bloggers
Here is another new system for a review which will commence on 1st June.
Full Time Betting Income – Introduction
My name is Tony and my main betting interest is in laying horses. I do
back horses and bet on other sports (backing and laying), but my special
interest is in laying. I run my own sales and marketing consulting business
and am also a scuba diving instructor. I manage to combine my passion
with my work, by providing sales and marketing services to the scuba
diving industry (amongst many other industry sectors). This means that I
get to spend a lot of time abroad in the sun, doing what I love – not a bad
„job‟ really!
I have previously reviewed three systems from the author of this new
system (Chris Castell) and am still reviewing two other systems from him.
He only seems to deal in laying systems, so that suits my preferences.
The author claims that the Full Time Betting Income system is a
comprehensive complete betting arsenal that has more than 7 years
history of outstanding profits, and comes with all the tools you need to be
successful in betting. He states that his aim was to produce a product that
not only provides a system, but also one that provides tools, a money/
profit strategy and most of all, a training course to educate the customers
on how to approach betting long term and how to bet with long term
success. The aim of the system is to show you how to turn a tiny £200
bank in to an impressive 5 Figure annual income – all his words, not mine!
As with most of his systems, there are two ways to purchase the product.
The first way is to purchase the system outright for US$157 (roughly £98
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depending on the PayPal exchange rate on the day) and you can then work
out your own selections. The second option is to pay an additional US$99
(roughly £62 depending on the PayPal exchange rate on the day) and you
will be sent the selections by email every day for 6 months. After 6 months
is up the payment will automatically renew at the same rate for the next 6
months (unless you cancel it, of course!).
So what do you get for your money? Well, quite a lot, at face value.
The System Manual
Video – “How to Find the Selections”
Tailored Staking Plan Calculator
Video – “How to Use the Staking Plan Calculator”
Profit Strategy Manual
Training Manual – “How to Earn a Full Time Income Betting”
Video Training Course “How to Bet Successfully” – VIDEO 1
Video Training Course “How to Bet Successfully” – VIDEO 2
Video Training Course “How to Bet Successfully” – VIDEO 3
Video Training Course “How to Bet Successfully” – VIDEO 4

Bet Scheduler Download Page
Video – “How to Use the Bet Scheduler Bot”
The author has also said that he intends to create a members page, to help
clients in the weeks, months and years ahead. It will be a page (or pages)
of resource, video and further training.
The System:
The manual is a 39 page pdf file. As with a lot of these manuals, most of
the pages are used to explain the rationale behind the system and rules on
staking etc. and how to bet in the long term. All useful stuff, no doubt, but
the real system rules are explained in one clear and concise page. The
manual also explains how to use all the other material that is provided,
such as the videos, for example. The rules are very easy to understand.
Staking Plan:
A tailored non-aggressive electronic staking calculator is provided as part
of the package, in the form of an Excel spreadsheet. There is also a video
6
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that explains and shows you how to use the staking calculator. The video
shows you how to enter the data and retrieve the stake amounts for each
bet you need to place.
The system starts with a £200 bank, so it sets aside an initial 3.5% stake
of £7. Normally speaking, the author agrees that the 3.5% stake might be
deemed as too high. However we are dealing with odds-on horses, so the
potential losses are quite small in relative terms. It also means that the
system can withstand quite a long losing streak before the bank is
drastically affected. The strategy behind the Full Time Betting Income is to
build an impressive seed bank over a four-year period from a tiny bank of
£200. The 3.5% stake is small enough to remain safe, but is large enough
to ensure the growth of the bank within this four-year period. The 3.5%
stake is based on the highest point of the bank. I should add the first thing
you see when you go to the home page is the headline stating:
£41,977 per annum from a £200 Bank – This is not just another
system, It’s a process
This is quite a bold claim and is backed up by this statement:
“These figures are not hype in any way, they are results and profits that
the package has produced, building up a return which has averaged
£41,977 profit per annum since the end of 2007. During the first few years,
we build our bank, and set ourselves up for an investment return that is
greater than any other form of investment that I am aware of. The
financial return has been so stable for more than seven years, that a £5Five annual profits is now potentially within your grasp.”
Only time will tell!
Training Course:
A comprehensive video training course is provided that teaches you how to
use the system, how to position yourself for success and how to ensure
that your emotions and psychological make-up won‟t prevent you from
being a long term winner (a must for 98% of bettors).
The author states clearly that it is extremely important that you work
through the training, because there are certain things that need to be
understood, and factors set in place that will almost certainly make the
difference between success and failure. The training is not a bonus with
this package. It actually formulates a very important part of the Full Time
Betting Income package. That is not to say that you can‟t place a bet
before you do the training, but it suggests that you should make the
training a priority, because the likelihood of success without going through
the training course and adopting the recommended direction is very low
Betting Bot
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The free bonus Betting Bot has been provided by The Betting School. This
Bot is usually sold for £23, but you can download it for free from the link
on the download page. The bot is called Bet Scheduler and will enable you
to place your bets before you go out for the day. This means that you don‟t
have to be at your computer during the time of the racing. You can
obviously use any other bot that you wish, so please see the various
forums for people‟s ideas as to which are the best ones out there, paid for
or free.
Here are some statistics (there are lots available!) for the system. I
assume from the wording that the system has been „back fitted‟ to show
these results and that they are not the results of actually using the system.
Making the selections
The selection process should take about 5 – 10 minutes each day,
depending on the month. You should watch the videos when you have read
the system „rules‟ and everything should make sense. The author
recommends that you stick to the selection process as described in the
videos, and if you do want to do things your own way, then don‟t stray too
far from the selection methodology
Here are a few simple rules that do not give the game away:
The system is only interested in UK racing, thereby excluding Irish and all
other racing abroad.
ALL going is acceptable, with the EXCEPTION where the going is Firm /
Hard
The system EXCLUDES the following types of race:
Selling Stakes, Selling Hurdles, Selling Handicaps, Handicap Chases
(Novice Handicap Chases are OK), Hunter Chases and Class 7 races
Finally, the lay price range must be between 1.5 and 2.0
[Click here to see Full Time Betting Income.....]
Let‟s hope that it all works out OK.
Kind regards
Sgt Tony
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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The Low Lay – Introduction
3rd June 2011
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Sergeant Rich – Introduces The Low Lay
Hi Bloggers,
The Low Lay aims to make long-term profits. Subscribers get one quality
low priced horse racing lay tip every day by e-mail, usually before 11am.
They advise to get your bets matched after getting the email, rather than
waiting for Betfair SP. Whenever possible, during the review, I will report
the advised price and the price I can get on Betfair at the earliest chance
to look. On those days when I am not around when the email is received, I
will report the Betfair SP. The service has a maximum lay price of 3.0 so
individual losses are never going to be high, which is very reassuring as
lays at long odds take a lot of catching up.
If the available price is above the maximum price advised in the e-mail,
the recommendation is to place a lay at that max price and let it go in-play
to see if it is matched. Presumably the results quoted on the website, do
not include this tactic as they are all quoted at the early price quoted in the
e-mail. On my results, I will denote when the lay bet is matched in-play.
The past results on The Low Lay website are reassuringly realistic. Since
April 14th 2010 – a year ago – the profit has been £4,570 (Average of
£351 per month) to £100 lays (£100 Backers stakes). So to 1 point lays
the total profit has been 45.7 points or an average of 3.51 points per
month. That might not sound like much, but I make that an average of
0.585% profit per day on the recommended bank of 20 points. So there is
plenty of potential to compound up the stakes (see my article on 1%ers in
newsletter#39 )
Of the 13 months of results, five months made a loss (max loss -£370 min
loss -£25). Of the nine profitable months the max profit was £1,770 and
the min profit was £60. So don‟t expect non-stop profits, there will be ups
and downs like all betting strategies.
A word of caution as regards the review period: mostly during the past
results a two month or three month period would have produced an overall
profit. But Nov and Dec 2010 produced a total loss of -£215 and extending
it to include Jan 2011 produced a total loss of -£240. So if the product had
been reviewed during that period it would have been failed, yet overall it
9
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has made a profit. And in the following February all the losses were
recovered! A long-term view is going to be needed.
The subscription cost for The Low Lay is £29.99 per month and I will take
that into account when reviewing the overall profitability of the service. The
service recommends a 20 point starting bank, which covers 6 or 7
consecutive losing lays. At £100 stakes that would be a bank of £2,000
which is probably too a high level for starting out on a service. £10 level
stakes would on average cover the monthly subscription. £50 stakes
would, on past performance, produce an average profit of £175 per month
which covers the subscription with a nice little profit of £145 per month.
So for this review of The Low Lay I will place £50(1 point) lays with a
starting bank of £1,000(20 points) (still quite high).
Cheers, Sgt Rich
Click here to see the Low Lay sales pages…
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Laying Summer Profits
– Introduction
31st May 2011
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Sergeant Tony-Introduces Laying Summer Profits
Hi Bloggers,
Following on from his earlier systems, Laying Autumn Profits, Laying
Winter Profits and Laying Spring Profits, it seems only right and proper that
we should complete the calendar by reviewing Laying Summer Profits from
the author, Chris Castell.
Laying Summer Profits is a specialist lay betting system designed and
tested on the UK Flat horse races during the three summer months of
10
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June, July and August. Laying Summer Profits is aimed specifically at the 2
year old flat horse racing market.
Punters are offered the choice to simply buy the Laying Summer
Profits system outright for US$150 (which works out at £93.32 on PayPal‟s
current exchange rate) and they can then work out their own selections.
The other option is to pay to get the selections sent to you each day by
email for a fee of US$150 per month. The website actually says it costs
£97 per month, but the PayPal exchange rate makes it slightly cheaper at
£93.32 per month. You have the option to cancel at any time so that you
just pay for each month as you wish.
For the initial investment in the Laying Summer Profits system, you
receive the system manual in pdf format, which is clearly written and easy
to follow, without all the usual „padding‟ that many authors use.
There is also an instructional video on how to use the system, a tailored
staking plan calculator with instructions on how to use the staking plan,
complete with the fully detailed results for the last 5 years. Chris claims
that the success of his seasonal systems lies in the fact that he is
accounting for changing conditions throughout the year by only looking at
the short term monthly or quarterly conditions. He also claims that the
staking plan that he offers was able to increase the profitability of the
system considerably, although we shall be using the level staking system
of £100 per point for our review period. This is the one that Chris uses to
record the results and he allows for the Betfair commission at 5%. On that
basis, a winning £100 stake produces a profit of £95. This is the same
basis that we used to review the other Laying Autumn/Winter/Spring
Profits system and we will only use the published Betfair SP prices, rather
than the odds that Chris is able to get using his own automated betting
software.
Here are some of the results that the author claims:
Longest Losing Bet Streak – 5
Longest Winning Bet Streak – 20
Average Laying Odds – 3.42
Average Selections Per Month – 37
Average Successful Strike Rate – 76.79%
The system only looks at 2 year old races, as the author believes that 2
year old horses offer the lay bettor a great opportunity in making
consistent profits. This is often because these horses have little known
history and statistics to base an evaluation on. Horses don‟t begin racing
until they are at least 2 years old, so represent a danger to backers
generally. However, often, this danger is not represented by the available
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odds, which so often are way too low, and give the lay bettor a value
betting opportunity.
The system attempts to look for value. Value (for the lay bettor) is where
the odds of a selected horse have been reduced so that they are lower than
they should be. To find value, the system looks for what the mass average
punters are looking for to back a horse, but we are going to lay it. The
system also factors in some criteria that the average punters don‟t look at,
which works against the horse‟s chances of winning. The system looks for a
horse that is likely to be a value bet coupled with more obscure criteria
that goes against the horse‟s chance of winning.
The author claims that it takes about 5 to 10 minutes to find your
selections for the day and recommends that you look at the video once you
have read the system rules in the manual. That will show you the process
to take that makes the selection process so quick.
The ease of use of the system means that you can find your selections and
place your bets first thing in the morning, before you go to work for
example. The author recommends that you place your bets one minute
before the off, to ensure that you keep to the recommended odds range.
Obviously, if you do want to place your bets in the morning and you can‟t
be at a computer at the time of the off, you will need to use an automated
betting system, referred to as a „BOT‟. There are a few bots around at a
reasonable cost and a couple of free ones too. See the forums for the more
popular offerings.
I am obviously not going to publish the rules here, but the first few define
the markets and do not give the game away:
We are only interested in UK Flat racing during the summer months of
June, July and August, so we exclude any Irish racing, hurdles, chases or
NH Flat races.
We are only interested in 2 YEAR OLD RACES. We will consider all going
EXCEPT Heavy, Firm or Hard. The lay odds must be between 2.10 and 5.00
on Betfair. I hope that it all works out and look forward to the review.
Kind regards, Sgt Tony
[Click here to see Laying Summer Profits.....]

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Final Reviews
No Final Reviews, this week.
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Current Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
This section covers all the current reviews being conducted and gives a quick insight how each
review is performing. I have now described which type of service each one is.
Systems: These are a set of rules that are used to make selection criteria. These rules are hard
and fast without room for interpretation or discretion.
Methods or Strategies: These services are based upon loose rules or advices that are applied,
with skill, by the user of the service.
Tips: You receive tips from the service provider of back or lay bets and you back the tips to
the recommended stakes or to level stakes.

2020 Cricket Trading
Up to day 20

Reviewer Sgt Aris

This Week

Trading Method/Strategy

Cumulative

P/L

2,500 point Start Bank

P/L

-31.37

1,993.70

-506.30

See the 2020 Cricket Trading Review pages here…
See the 2020 Cricket Trading Sales pages here…

All Weather Backing System

Reviewer Sgt Philip

Backing System

Nothing reported this week
Up to Day 28

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£250 Start Bank

P/L

0.00

271.12

21.12

See the All Weather Backing System Review pages here…
See the All Weather Backing System Sales pages here…

BackandLay

Reviewer Admin Gordon Backing and LayingTipping Service

A bad start for this service
Up to Day 6

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

1000 point Start Bank

P/L

-193.75

806.25

-193.75

See the BackandLay Review pages here…
See the BackandLay Sales pages here…
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Backing Star Selection

Reviewer RM Dave

BackingTipping Service

A bad day after some good days – a profitable week
Up to day 79

This Week

Plan C

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

22.25

114.47

14.47

See the Backing Star Selection Review pages here…
See the Backing Star Selection Sales pages here…

Betfair Success Formula

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Layng Method/Strategy

No matches to analyse this week
Up to day 63

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

159.64

59.64

See the Betfair Success Formula Review pages here…
See the Betfair Success Formula Sales pages here…

Betting Profits

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Backing System

No matches to analyse this week
Up to day 57

This Week

Soccer System

Cumulative

P/L

1000 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

1,446.62

446.62

See the Betting Profits Review pages here…
See the Betting Profits Sales pages here…

Full Time Betting Income

Reviewer Sgt Tony

Laying System

A profitable first four days
Up to day 4

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

200 point Start Bank

P/L

6.57

206.57

6.57

See the Full Time Betting Income Review pages here…
See the Full Time Betting Income pages here…
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Lay Hounds

Reviewer RM Dave

Laying Tipping Service

The service recommends up to an SP up to 8/1, but the lay price, just before the off,
of these is often very high so Dave has a cut-off point of 11.0 on Betfair lay prices.
Up to day 45

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

50 point Start Bank

P/L

BF Price <= 11.0

-1.80

41.54

-8.46

Max SP of 8/1

-0.85

46.29

-3.71

See the Lay Hounds Review pages here…
See the Lay Hounds Sales pages here…

Laying Spring Profits
Up to day 90

Reviewer Sgt Tony

This Week

Laying System

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

-9.75

73.97

-26.03

See the Laying Spring Profits Review pages here…
See the Laying Spring Profits Sales pages here…

Laying Summer Profits
Up to Day 6

Reviewer Sgt Tony

This Week

Laying System

Cumulative

P/L

20 point Start Bank

P/L

-0.95

19.05

-0.95

See the Laying Summer Profits Review pages here…
See the Laying Summer Profits Sales pages here…

My Lucky 15
Up to Day 23

Reviewer Sgt Rob

This Week

Backing Tipping Service

Cumulative

P/L

200 point Start Bank

P/L

22.65

187.56

-12.44

See the My Lucky 15 Review pages here…
See the My Lucky 15 Sales pages here…
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Perpetuali

Reviewer Sgt Philip

Automatic (bot) Laying System

Nothing reported again this week
Up to day 53

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£10,000 Start Bank

P/L

0.00

8,708.76

-1,291.24

See the Perpetuali Review pages here…
See the Perpetuali Sales pages here…

Power Naps

Reviewer Sgt Tommy

Backing Tipping Service

This service has gone into a loss now
Up to day 81

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

200 point Start Bank

P/L

-48.00

143.38

-56.62

See the Power Naps Review pages here…
See the Power Naps Sales pages here…

Rate The Races

Reviewer Sgt Lucian

Software Backing System

Strategy 1 is stop at 1 point profit or -10 points loss.
Strategy 2 is simply stop at 1 point profit.
Up to Day 32

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

Strategy 1

-12.03

65.04

-34.96

Strategy 2

10.49

98.05

-1.95

See the Rate The Races Review pages here…
See the Rate The Races Sales pages here…

Rebel Betting

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Automated Method/Strategy

A good start for this arb software
Up to day 16

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

2000 point Start Bank

P/L

17.23

2,306.17

306.17

See the RebelBetting Review pages here…
See the RebelBetting Sales pages here…
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Sprint Lay Expert

Reviewer Sgt Tony

Laying System

This review has been extended to 84 days
Up to day 66

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

10 point Start Bank

P/L

6.65

14.97

4.97

See the Sprint Lay Expert Review pages here…
See the Sprint Lay Expert Sales pages here…

The Betplan
Up to Day 28
Staking Plan

Reviewer Sgt Karl
This Week

Backing Tipping Service

Cumulative

P/L

1000 point Start Bank

P/L

-83.95

881.39

-118.61

See The Betplan Review pages here…
See The Betplan Sales pages here…

The Legacy & Saver System

Reviewer Sgt Jon

Two Backing Systems

Two separate systems
Up to day 8

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

-11.15

88.85

-11.15

See the Legacy and Saver Review pages here…
See the Legacy and Saver Sales pages here…

The Low Lay

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Laying Tipping Service

A good start this week
Up to day 4

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

20 point Start Bank

P/L

1.88

21.88

1.88

See the Low Lay Review pages here…
See the Low Lay Sales pages here…
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Turf Wars

Reviewer Admin Gordon

Backing Tipping Service

Good wins again this week.
You can get your FREE 5-day trial here....
Up to Day 42

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

Staking system

26.26

374.70

274.70

Level Stakes

2.48

145.69

45.69

See the Turf Wars Review pages here…
See the Turf Wars Sales pages here…

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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League Table of Current Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
The systems under review have different starting banks, different stakes and some systems
have variable stakes. A reasonable way of comparing the performance of systems is to work
out the profit (or loss) as a percentage of the starting bank.
I’ve colour coded the reviews that are the currently most successful, with the colour of their
profitability graph to make them easier to spot.
Sprint Lay Expert has moved back up the table this week. Betfair Success Formula and Betting
Profits are going to be more or less inactive until the new football season. Of course, Turf Wars
appears to be winning the battle for the top, hands down!
Obviously this table doesn’t replace reading the reviews, because profit as %age of bank is not
the only factor in judging a system. Nevertheless, I think it gives a valid comparison and an ata-glance way of bringing the mass of data together.

Start
Bank

Total
Profit
/Loss

Profit as
%age of
Bank

Turf Wars Staking System

100

274.70

274.70%

1

1

Betfair Success Formula

100

59.64

59.64%

2

2

Sprint Lay Expert

10

4.97

49.70%

16

3

Bettting Profits Soccer

1000

446.62

44.66%

3

4

RebelBetting

2000

306.17

15.31%

4

5

Backing Star Plan C

100

14.47

14.47%

11

6

The Low Lay

20

1.88

9.40%

N/A

7

All Weather Backing System

250

21.12

8.45%

5

8

Full Time Betting Income

200

6.57

3.29%

N/A

9

Rate The Races Strategy 2

100

-1.95

-1.95%

12

10

Laying Summer Profits

20

-0.95

-4.75%

N/A

11

My Lucky 15

200

-12.44

-6.22%

17

12

Lay Hounds 8/1

50

-3.71

-7.42%

10

13

The Legacy & Saver System

100

-11.15

-11.15%

6

14

The BetPlan Staking Plan

1000

-118.61

-11.86%

8

15

Perpetual I

10000

-1291.24

-12.91%

13

16

50

-8.46

-16.92%

14

17

BackandLay

1000

-193.75

-19.38%

N/A

18

2020 Cricket Trading

2500

-506.30

-20.25%

18

19

Laying Spring Profits

100

-26.03

-26.03%

15

20

Power Naps

200

-56.62

-28.31%

9

21

Rate The Races Strategy 1

100

-34.96

-34.96%

19

22

System
Reviewed

Lay Hounds <=11.0

Position Position
Last
This
Week
Week
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Profitability Graph
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
Here is a graph of the profit being made by the front-runners as a percentage of their starting
bank. This gives a week by week comparative view of their progress.
It gives a representation of the volatility or dependability of each system. Ideally we would
want a graph that increased each week by roughly the same amount. If a system or tipping
service could produce that, then we would really have a winning review!
Turf Wars has kept up its fantastic success. It’s going to need its own graph soon! All the
others are going to be trickling along the bottom! We’ll have to see if Betfair Success and
Betting Profits can catch up when the football re-starts. Sprint Lay Expert has roller-coastered
back into contention.

Profit as a %age of starting bank
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Bloggers Corner
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
Admin, Gordon has requested suggestions from readers for Systems, Strategies and Tipping
Services they would like to see reviewed. Just send the suggestions to me, at my usual address,
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com and I’ll pass them on to him.

Hello Rich, may I suggest reviewing BETALAY,,, as it seems it is being used by the GHBot
Regards
Graham McLaine
Gordon – is this one due for review?

Send your contributions to the Bloggers Corner by e-mail to me:
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com

If you have something to say, don’t forget you can become a “ranter” on our Online Betting
Rant site. If you think you have what it takes we'd love to hear from you... Apply to be a
Ranter here

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Next Week & Signing Off
This is Rich signing off. Remember to read the full blogger’s review for anything that interests
you at http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/, so that you can get a feel for how the service pans
out on a day by day basis. Look out for the next BST newsletter in your e-mails on June 8th.
Until then, here’s to successful punting.

Regards
Rich
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